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The Good Pharmacist, Book II, Enhancing Pharmacy as a True, Clinical and Paid Profession is the second book in a series where Book I 
focuses on the characteristics of a good pharmacist and Book II offers insight for how the profession of pharmacy can transform into 
a fully clinical and paid profession. Kelly and Sogol bring years of experience and expertise to these books. They present their ideas in 
a straightforward and unapologetic manner and the writing style is purposely provocative. The books are designed with student 
pharmacists and practicing pharmacists in mind. Readers are challenged to contemplate what impact they are having in their work.  
Although the primary audience is mostly student pharmacists and pharmacists, I wanted to let the readers of this journal know about 
this book series. Many readers of this journal are scientists, educators, and administrators from around the world. I believe that the 
way Kelly and Sogol have written these books will generate innovative ideas, engender contemplation, and inspire you. When you 
read these books, I recommend that you picture a wise person with much experience speaking to you in a no-nonsense manner … 
telling you like it is … and how it could be. You will be glad you listened. 
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